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of an intellectual culture. . . . The time had already come
—at the date of the Revolution or a little later—when it was
evident that that civilization could no longer be maintained
on a basis of cash-farming. Jefferson died bankrupt; Mount
Vernon could not be preserved for the Washington family.
The plantation centre moved towards the deep South.
There sprang up the sudden fortunes that are typified for
us to-day in the ostentatious, pillared edifices of Natchez.
... It was a get-rich-quick philosophy grafted on to the
unpretentious Virginian feudalism in a country character-
ized by alarming chasms between extravagantly rich and
hideously poor. The social problem would have had to be
solved there—by revolution or by the reaction of civilized
thinkers like Jefferson Davis of Briercliff—a nowoeau riche
who had absorbed the wisdom and moderation of the Route.
I do not like revolutions. All the problems in the world
could be solved if we—you and I—set our teeth and stub-
bornly and passively resisted anything that ran counter to
common sense and the elementary dictates of conscience.
But of the two, revolution is vastly preferable to war. This
Civil War in particular was a brutal axe that cut in half
all the strands of a growing plant.
s
Tennessee, it seems to me, is a great and very fertile country
—one in which the evolution of a civilization of small men
could have been particularly easily worked out, ... A
civilization of part-time farmers, part-time artists, and
craftsmen beneath which the beloved earth could have
smiled.
For the earth responds to treatment and rejoices in the
love of man and men who work small patches of earth,
attending sedulously on every clod—such men love, each
one, his little patch of earth. Consider the difference between
the aspects of a closely planted, flowering, fruit-bearing
tract of territory and a sheep-down sedulously cropped by
small teeth. . . * And then a prairie brutally torn by the
twisting tongues of cattle, . . . And then a cash gram
farm of forty-thousand acres. . . .
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